ANA LISA HEDSTROM
WORKSHOP SUPPLY LIST

There is a supply fee of approximately $30 which will be collected in class.

STUDENT SUPPLY LIST:

- Scissors
- thread (regular, button & craft, rayon)
- seam ripper
- measuring tape
- Rubber gloves
- dust mask
- blue painters tape
- ball or cone of string,
- Several C-clamps…3”,
- small blocks of wood for clamp resist. These can be rectangles, squares, triangles, circles or cut shapes. An ideal thickness would be ½” and no longer than 7’.
- Sewing machine
- PVC plumbing pipes including one 3” or 4” diameter pipe at least 36” long. Smaller pipes are OK for samples
- 6-8 yards of natural fabric

Analisa will supply silk noil, cotton print cloth, silk organza, and a scarf for everyone. There will be enough for samples, but not for projects.

Bernina sewing machines are available for rent on a first come first serve basis with preference given to those flying. Please contact drobedee@schweinfurthartcenter.org if you’d like to rent a machine.

Some PVC pipes, clamps, and blocks will be available for shared use, with preference given to those who may be flying in for the workshop.

Supplies can also be shipped in advance to: The Schweinfurth Art Center, Atten: Davana Robedee 205 Genesee Str. Auburn, NY 13021.

Please let us know if you intend to ship supplies so that we can be on the lookout for them.